
Product codes: (a dozen)
1200A: Small Theatrical Flash
1200: Medium Theatrical Flash
1200B: Large Theatrical Flash
1200C: Theatrical Flash Loud Report
1200XL: Theatrical Flash Extra Loud Report NEW!
1200R: Red Flash
1200G: Green Flash
1200Y: Amber Flash

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: none

Silverstar
A similar effect to the Theatrical Flash, but
combines sparkling silver stars with the flash.
The stars are projected in all directions to a
distance of up to 2.5 metres.

Available in small, medium and large.

To be used with our standard flash pod. 
(see page 22)

Product codes: (a dozen)
1201A: Small Silverstar
1201:   Medium Silverstar
1201B: Large Silverstar

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Product code: PP106

Golden Star
A mushroom cloud of smoke with thousands of
tiny golden stars. It has less of a flash than the
Silverstar, so it is ideal for a more subtle effect
in low ambient light or for TV cameras.

The effect reaches a height of approximately 2.5
metres with a width of approximately 1.5 metres.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

Product code: 1202 (a dozen)

Coliseum Adaptor
A metal collar designed to fit over a Silverstar
or Coloured Star cartridge in the standard flash
pod. 
It changes the shape of the Silverstar, 
projecting it into a column of tiny silver stars.

Theatrical Flash Loud Report
& Extra Loud Report
Visually the same as the medium Theatrical
Flash and the height of the effect is about 1.2
metre. To be used with our standard flash pod.
Theatrical Flash Loud Report: 109dB
Theatrical Flash Extra Loud Report: 120dB
(Measured at 6m using dB(A) readings)

Red, Amber and 
Green Flash
As the medium Theatrical Flash, but the flash is
coloured.

Available in one size only.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

Red, Amber and Green Star

Similar to the Silverstar, but DO NOT contain
coloured chips. These are coloured flashes with
silver stars.
The stars are projected in all directions to a
distance of up to 2 metres.

Available in one size only.

To be used with the standard flash pod.

Product codes: (a dozen)
1201R: Red Star
1201G: Green Star
1201Y: Amber Star

PyroFlash Pyrotechnics

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

PyroFlash is the system with plug-in cartridges. The PyroFlash system is a simple Plug and Play system for semi-pro users. 

Theatrical Flash
A brilliant white flash followed by a pure white
mushroom cloud of smoke approximately 
1 metre wide that rises to a height of more than
60 centimetres.

Available in small, medium and large.

To be used with our standard flash pod. 

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.
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Silver Jet
A dense column of silver sparks approximately
1.5 metre wide is projected to a height of
approximately 6 metres with no bang and very
little smoke.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

Silver Jet Reduced Height
A dense column of silver sparks approximately
1 metre wide is projected to a height of approxi-
mately 3.5 metres with no bang and very little
smoke.
Suitable for venues where space is limited.

To be used with the standard flash pod.

Product codes: (a dozen)
1228:   Silver Jet
1228H: Silver Jet (Reduced Height)

+ 44 (0) 20 8646 1955+ 44 (0) 20 8646 2222

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Glitter Stage Mine
A plume of glitter stars approximately 2 metres
wide is propelled upwards to a height of 
approximately 6 metres. 

Minimal noise, some smoke, with hot fallout.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Product code: 1251 (a dozen) Product code: 1252 (a dozen)

Glitter Crackle Stage Mine
Same as the Glitter Stage Mine but also contains
random bursting crackle stars.

Loud crackle, some smoke, with hot fallout.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: hot

Whistler
A 2-pin cartridge designed to be
fired in our standard flash pod. 

This effect emits a loud, shrill
whistle (110dBA at a distance of 5
metres) and some smoke.

DURATION: approx. 7 seconds
FALLOUT: none

Product code: 1236 (a dozen)

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

www.lemaitreltd.com
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Coloured Smoke MEDIUM
A small crack is heard followed by a plume of coloured
smoke.

Available in white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue and
violet.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

DURATION: 6 to 8 seconds
FALLOUT: none

Product codes: (a dozen)
1209:   Medium Red Smoke
1210:   Medium Blue Smoke
1211:   Medium Green Smoke
1212:   Medium Yellow Smoke
1213:   Medium White Smoke
1213B: Medium Orange Smoke
1213C: Medium Violet Smoke

Please note: 
All colours contain a dye, so care must be taken when
positioning smokes near scenery, drapes, etc.

Coloured Smoke LARGE
As the medium coloured smoke, but more smoke is
produced over a longer duration.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

Available in all colours.

DURATION: 25 to 30 seconds
FALLOUT: none

Product codes: (a dozen)
1214:   Large Red Smoke
1215:   Large Blue Smoke
1216:   Large Green Smoke
1217:   Large Yellow Smoke
1218:   Large White Smoke
1218B: Large Orange Smoke
1218C: Large Violet Smoke

DURATION: 7 seconds
Long Duration: 12 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Red and Green Mini Gerb
A spray of coloured stars approximately 1 metre wide
that reaches a height of approximately 3 metres.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

Gold, Flitter and Shimmer Mini Gerb
A spray of sparks approximately 1.5 metres wide that reaches a
height of approximately 3 metres.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

DURATION: 7 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

DURATION: 7 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Product codes: (a dozen)
1231:   Silver Mini Gerb
1231L: Silver Mini Gerb Long Duration
1231R:    Red Mini Gerb
1231GR: Green Mini Gerb
1231G: Gold Mini Gerb
1231F:  Flitter Mini Gerb
1231S:  Shimmer Mini Gerb
1231C: 3-Second Silver Mini Gerb
1231D: 3-Second Silver Reduced Height

3-Second Silver Mini Gerb
As the Silver Mini Gerb but sparks are produced for a
shorter duration.
Also available in Reduced Height which reaches a height
of approximately 2 metres.

To be used with our standard flash pod.

DURATION: 3 seconds
FALLOUT: hot

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

www.lemaitreltd.com

Silver Mini Gerb
A spray of silver sparks approximately 1.5 metres wide
that reaches a height of approximately 3 metres.

To be used with the standard flash pod.

Also available in Long Duration.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Visit our website to download our 
MSDS and COSHH for each of our products.
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New Projection Cartridges and Hardware - better product, lower price!
Our new smokeless projection cartridges are now in a longer, thinner tube, which allows greater projection of the contents.
All of these new devices still utilise our Variable Angle Pod (1103), but do require an additional piece of hardware, the Fixing Clamp (1110) that
prevents the device from being projected from the pod as it uses a pinned base.

Confetti Cartridges
These replace the old style PyroFlash and ProStage II Confetti Cartridges; that is, 1232 and 1232B (PyroFlash range) and 1515 and 1516
(ProStage II range).

NEW

Product codes: (each)
PP501: White Confetti Cartridge
PP502: Multi Confetti Cartridge

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

A bang, followed by a cascade of confetti, projected to a height of approximately 6 to 7 metres.
To be used in the Variable Angle Pod with our Fixing Clamp.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

NEW

Chinese Confetti Cartridges
These replace the old style PyroFlash and ProStage II Chinese Confetti Cartridges; that is, 1237, 1239, 1240, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247 and 1248
(PyroFlash range) and PP209, PP211, PP212, PP215, PP216, PP217, PP218, PP219 and PP220 (ProStage II range).

Our Chinese confetti are projected to a height of approximately 8 to 10 metres.
To be used in the Variable Angle Pod with our Fixing Clamp.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Paper and Metallic Streamers
These products are NEW products and they DO NOT replace any existing products.
Our Paper and Metallic Streamers use a smokeless propellant to project the 10mm wide and 8m long streamers to approximately 15 metres.
To be used in the Variable Angle Pod with our new Fixing Clamp.

Please note that our Streamer Cartridge (1253) is STILL available (see page 8).

Product codes: (each)
PP503: Paper Streamer Cartridge (Multicoloured)
PP504: Metallic Streamer Cartridge (Multicoloured)

NEW

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Fixing clamp
It is imperative to use our fixing clamp with the Variable Angle Pod (1103)
to hold all the new sized cartridges. 
This is to prevent the cartridges from falling or flying out of the Pod. Product code: 1110

+ +

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Product codes: (each)
PP496: Blue Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP497: Green Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP498: Multi Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP499: Red Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP500: White Chinese Confetti Cartridge

PP578: Orange Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP579: Pink Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP580: Purple Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP581: Black Chinese Confetti Cartridge
PP582: Yellow Chinese Confetti Cartridge

Our Projected Effects are designed to be floor or truss mounted, using a specially designed holder to give a shower
effect. All paper products used are colour-fast and flame retardant.
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Streamer Cartridge (Paper)
A bang, and the streamers are projected to a height of approximately 6 metres
before opening and falling to the ground. 

To be used in our variable angle pod. Available in multi only.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Product code: 1253 (a dozen)

Large Glitter Cartridge
A bang, followed by a cascade of glitter, projected to a height of
approximately 6 metres.

To be used in our variable angle pod.

Available in gold, silver, blue, green, red and multi.

Product codes: (each)
1230:   Gold Glitter Cartridge
1230A: Silver Glitter Cartridge
1230B: Green Glitter Cartridge
1230C: Blue Glitter Cartridge
1230D: Red Glitter Cartridge
1230E: Multi Glitter Cartridge

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

NEW

Streamer Cartridge (Metallic)
This is exactly the same as our paper version, but uses metallic streamers instead
of paper streamers. A great effect with no smoke.

To be used in our variable angle pod. Available in multi only.

DURATION: instant effect
FALLOUT: cold

Product code: 1253M (a dozen)

+ 44 (0) 20 8646 1955+ 44 (0) 20 8646 2222

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Small Flame Projector
A column of orange flame approximately 0.2
metres wide that reaches a height of 
approximately 2 metres.

This effect is in a 2-pin cartridge designed to be
fired in our standard flash pod.

Product code: 1718 (each)
DURATION: approx. 2 seconds
FALLOUT: none

Mini Flame
A column of flame approximately 10 centimetres
wide that reaches a height of approximately 
1 metre.

A 2-pin cartridge designed to be fired in our
standard flash pod.

Available in red or green.

Product codes: (a dozen)
1708:   Green Mini Flame
1708A: Red Mini FlamePlease note:

Flame Projectors produce an intense heat, so
careful consideration should be made when 
positioning these types of devices.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.

Visit our website to view 
this effect in action.
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